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Gerunds

1) Jennifer is planning to go in Seattle.

2) We liked the tuna we caught last week, so much so that we are going

again.

3) Whenever he gets some time away from work in winter, Nathan goes .

4) Shannon is happy that this month she will get to go every morning.

6) Contrary to what I read, people have gone since the early 1930s.

10) For many !tness enthusiasts worldwide, going is a passion. 

8) Billy’s dad goes for the thrill of competition and self-expression.

9) The Millers decided to go as it is a simple and fun activity.

Complete each sentence with an appropriate gerund that collocates with “go”.

5) Fred hopes to go horseback sometime soon and tell Grandma all 

about it.

Example: Amber has promised to take me along when she goes shopping on the

weekend. 

7) Before one goes mountain , one should know how dangerous it can

be.
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Answer Key

Gerunds

1) Jennifer is planning to go sightseeing in Seattle.

2) !shingWe liked the tuna we caught last week, so much so that we are going

again.

3) skiingWhenever he gets some time away from work in winter, Nathan goes .

4) joggingShannon is happy that this month she will get to go every morning.

6) spear!shingContrary to what I read, people have gone since the early 1930s.

10) For many !tness enthusiasts worldwide, going running is a passion. 

8) snowboardingBilly’s dad goes for the thrill of competition and self-expression.

9) snorkelingThe Millers decided to go as it is a simple and fun activity.

Complete each sentence with an appropriate gerund that collocates with “go”.

5) Fred hopes to go horseback riding sometime soon and tell Grandma all 

about it.

Example: Amber has promised to take me along when she goes shopping on the

weekend. 

7) climbingBefore one goes mountain , one should know how dangerous it can

be.


